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BOMBERS BLUE BITS



Bombers has been developing quality equine products for over 30 years.  Our focus is on providing innovative solutions to riders’ challenging 
problems, particularly in the area of bitting.  Coupling  that  innovation with handmade quality, attention to detail and testing by world renowned 
riders, has resulted in world-class horse products... and not just bits.  The results are truly astounding, as insistent users attest!  This successful 
formula has now been applied to a variety of disciplines including Cutting & Campdrafting, Dressage, Endurance, Icelandic, Polo, Polocrosse, 
Pony Showing, Racing, Saddlebred and Show Jumping.

A horse is an animal of flight - it will never yield to pressure or pain it will either move away from it or run away.  
Therefore Pressure = Resistance = Lack of Control.  To obtain control we need to remove the resistance.  To remove the resistance one 

must remove the pressure or distribute the pressure over a larger surface area.

GET  TO  KNOW  US  BETTER

ABOUT US

BOMBERS LIFETIME GUARANTEE

CAUTION WARNING 
FROM THE MANUFACTURER

“PRESSURE = RESISTANCE”
“RESISTANCE = LACK OF CONTROL”

The Bombers lifetime guarantee covers all stainless steel, sweet iron and brass products from manufacturing defects in materials and workman-
ship for the lifetime of the product.  Bombers will repair or replace at its discretion any manufacturing defect in these products free of charge.  
The bombers lifetime guarantee does not cover damage caused by accident, improper care or cleaning, non-standard usage, negligence or 
unauthorised alterations.

Horse riding is an action sport, the riders safety greatly depends on the integrity of the equipment, 
bits are hard wearing items but please remember to always check your equipment before saddling up… happy riding! 

Sweet Iron will oxidize when it comes 
into contact with moisture; this oxidation 
process encourages salivation which im-
proves acceptance of the bit. This process 
changes the blue colour of the Bomber 
bit to a brownish grey.  If not used for a 
while, any build- up may be removed with 
a scourer and wiped with a damp cloth.

A Bomber bit is entirely handcrafted. 
All the component parts are welded, 
formed and ground by hand.  The sweet 
iron after treatment, gives off a striking 
and attractive deep blue tint. The finish-
ing touch: the size and brand name are 
stamped on the left hand side of the bit.

A bit is a tool and as such comes in many 
designs and sizes to meet the needs of the 
horse, rider and the discipline being ridden.  
Here at Bombers we make possibly the 
most extensive range in the world. Some 
of the bits can be used for most applica-
tions, while others may only be used in one 
unique situation. It is our intention to get 
you the right bit for you and your horse.



The nylon composite material is light in the 
mouth and encourages salivation while the 
port offers tongue relief. It is particularly well 
suited to horses that object to metal mouth 
pieces. 
The material is non-toxic with a stainless 
steel core.

Bombers only uses the very best Stainless 
Steel. Brass is used in a some products. 
Most of our mouthpieces are made from blue 
sweet iron, because it:
•        oxidises easily
•        encourages salivation
•        helps bit acceptance
•        is warm and sweet
Our bits should be washed after every use 
and checked for wear. If the bit has been out 
of use for some time, a kitchen scourer may-
be necessary to remove built up oxidation.

CARE

90
KG

MAX 90 KG
Bombers prides itself on striving 
to ensure the highest level of 
manufacturing and craftman-
ship.  It is for that reason we 
have added a maximum weight 
rating of 90kgs on certain bit 
models, namely the barrel, 
Bomber Blue and cable mouth-
pieces.

MATERIAL
CAN BE 
CHEWED

CHEWABLE - NO GUARANTEE
Some mouthpieces are not suit-
able for horses that chew - no 
guarantee is offered on wear 
and tear of these materials from 
being chewed.
• Cable
• Leather
• FlexibleTubing
• Bomber Blue

MOVING PARTS WEAR - EVEN METALS
Mouthpieces that have joints 
will wear over time. Check your 
Bombers Bit  before use, send 
us a image if you would like it 
to be assessed. Brass is a soft 
metal and will wear quicker over 
time.

OXIDISATION
Please note due to oxidisation 
the blue sweet iron will fade with 
use.

90
KG

MATERIAL
CAN BE 
CHEWED

CABLE
Bomber’s revolutionary Cable bits
1.

2.

3.

Removes the centre links, creating a 
smooth more comfortable mouthpiece.
Offers a rigidity limiting the nutcracker 
effect and has spring back.

The cable allows for some lateral inde-
pendence between each rein.

The cable tubing is manufactured from 
clear virgin flexible PVC compound. It is 
heavy metal free meaning non- toxic and 
the pigment is FDA approved.
 Patent Number: 2015/07341

STAINLESS STEEL,
SWEET IRON & BRASS

Our bits should be washed and wiped after use. If it has been out of use for some time, you may require a kitchen scourer.

90
KG

MATERIAL
CAN BE 
CHEWED

BOMBER BLUE

MATERIAL
CAN BE 
CHEWED

LEATHER

Wipe the leather after every use with a 
clean, dry cloth and apply a leather condi-
tioner regularly.

100% natural leather mullen shape will in-
cur strong tongue and some bar pressure. 
Suitable for horses that object to metal.

• Avoid soaking the leather in water or soap. 
• Avoid using any cleaning products not 
designed
  for leather. 
• Avoid storing leather bits in direct sunlight.

MATERIAL
CAN BE 
CHEWED

FLEXIBLE TUBE

A bespoke PVC tube offers an exceptionally 
soft option, by applying even pressure over 
the tongue and bars. Particularly suited to 
the horse that objects to metal. 
The Bombers tube is UV resistant, heavy 
metal free meaning it is non- toxic and the 
pigment is FDA approved.

PRODUCT CARE
WARNINGS



 





FLEXIBLE

SINGLE PRESSURETOTAL PRESSURE

Utilises no pressure, the optimum 
case however this is not realistic in 
every situation.

GREY
Registers a light pressure, ap-
plied over a large surface area to 
achieve a better positioning of the 
head.

GREEN
Indicates that medium pressure 
is being applied to correct a 
problem or to achieve necessary 
control.

ORANGE
Is the maximum pressure, the rid-
er should be cautious and ques-
tion this use.

RED

The pinch or nutcracker action of a single break 
mouth piece such as a conventional snaffle will put 
heavy pressure on the side of the bars causing the 
head to lift.  A curved or 3 piece mouth piece relieves 
this nutcracker action slightly, making it more accept-
ed.  A solid mouth piece will remove this action.

Tongue pressure is accepted by most horses and will 
bring the head down.

Bar pressure is applied by most mouth pieces and is 
generally accepted by the horse, bringing the head 
down.

CABLESOLID

1 BREAK2 BREAKSEMI-BROKEN

The joint is hindered in making its full movement, 
thereby limiting the bit’s action and lessening the 
pinch.

When applied the single break snaffle pinches the 
bars and tongue raising the head.

Double break bits have a middle component that sits 
on the tongue. Some extent of pinch will occur.

TONGUE RELIEF

FLEXIBLE MOUTHPIECESCABLE MOUTHPIECES

BOMBER BLUE

ELLIPTICAL CABLE

BOMBER BLUE MULLEN

MULLEN

LESLIE MULLEN

WINDSUCKER

DRESSAGE PORT

SNAFFLE CABLE

WATERFORD CABLE

WATERFORD BARREL CABLEGAVIN PORT

HAPPY  TONGUE

HIGH PORT

SM PLATE

NO TONGUE RELIEF

SOLID MOUTHPIECES

CURB CHAIN                        REVERSIBLE LINK

FLEXIBLE MULLEN              TAYLOR CHAIN

LEATHER MULLEN               WATERFORD

WATERFORD BARREL



CHERRY ROLLER SWIVEL
The Cherry Rollers rotate in the horse’s mouth 
giving him something to play with and reducing the 
likelihood of the bit being held in the horse’s teeth. 
They are constructed tightly so there is no chance of 
pinching. When pulling on the reins, the rollers allow 
the bit to move along the bars of the horse’s jaws as 
opposed to rubbing.

Very useful for horses that:

• Lose sensitivity over time
• Lose concentration
• Cross their jaws

PETROS
The Petros mouthpieces rotate preventing the horse 
taking hold of the bit. Often good for a horse that 
leans or tries to take hold of the bit.

The swivel mouthpiece can rotate on the horizontal, 
allowing the cheek piece to move independently, 
thereby the horse can set where it finds the mouth-
piece most comfortable… removing tongue pressure.

2 BREAK MOUTHPIECES

ELLIPTICAL 
ULTRA-COMFY LOCK UP

SNAFFLE 
ULTRA-COMFY LOCK UP

TONGUE RELIEF

PORTED BARREL ELLIPTICAL LOCK UP

SNAFFLE LOCK UP

BARREL

SEMI-BROKEN MOUTHPIECES

TONGUE RELIEF TONGUE RELIEF

DENNI ZIMSEN BARRIE

BUSTER ROLLER

COLIN MILES

ELLIPTICAL

ELLIPTICAL DRESSAGE

ELLIPTICAL ROLLER

FRENCH LINK

SARA GRILLS

SPINNER

CONTROL PLATE 

ELLIPTICAL ULTRA-COMFY

MCHARDY

PORTED SARA GRILLS

SEGUNDO

NO TONGUE RELIEF NO TONGUE RELIEFNO TONGUE RELIEF

1 BREAK MOUTHPIECES

SNAFFLE ULTRA-COMFY SNAFFLE

SPECIALISATIONS

SQUARE TWISTROUND TWISTCORKSCREW
The Corkscrew mouthpiece is grooved to offer extra 
control over strong horses. The groove in the mouth-
piece causes edges that result in pressure points in 
the horse’s mouth. The edges amplify pressure on 
the mouth, especially the bars and tongue, and also 
act on the lips. This offers the rider more control than 
a smooth mouthpiece, and can help to prevent the 
horse from leaning.

The Round Twist creates more pressure points on 
the bars making it a stronger bit.

The Square Twist will create more pressure points on 
the mouthpiece which will make it stronger than the 
Round Twist and Smooth.

BAR ADAPTATION

LEATHER POLITO
The flattened Polito mouthpiece sits more comfort-
ably when in neutral but comes on stronger than 
the equivalent standard mouthpiece as pressure is 
applied over an increasingly smaller area.

The leather provides a natural, malleable surface for 
the horse’s bars.

The square bar provides a flat comfortable surface, 
when the reins are taken up the bit rotates in the 
mouth providing an increasing edge.

SQUARE BAR

SOFTENERS

LOCK UP ULTRA-COMFYCOMFY
The mouth pieces are curved more than the conven-
tional, which reduces pinch and pressure points on 
the bars.

The Lock Up snaffle removes the nut cracker action 
of the conventional snaffle, meaning less pressure 
on the bars.

The Ultra-Comfy mouthpiece has been ergonomically 
shaped, offering a generous curve, to follow the 
shape of the horse’s mouth.  It incorporates the 
Comfy bend to decrease the pinch and nutcracker 
effect of conventional bit designs and adds a vertical 
twist upwards creating some tongue relief.



OVERALL

This  is Bomber’s version of the vulcanite, it is lighter and 
stronger and would be recommended for the older horse.

BOMBER BLUE MULLEN

       BBMU         125  - 160           5” -  6.25”              B18                                                       

CODE WIDTH (mm) INCHES THICKNESS

The Mullen distributes pressure evenly over all the structures of the mouth, while 
this avoids pressure points, it does make the Mullen a fairly strong bit. The material 
used allows the bit to remain light and it encourages salivation. It is particularly well 
suited to horses that object to metal mouth pieces.

SPECIALISATIONS BAR ADAPTATIONS SOFTNERS

Available horizontal, 45 degrees & vertical

MATERIAL
CAN BE 
CHEWED

90
KG

SWIVEL

               Pony             90 - 105           3.5” - 4”          B14/07                                                 

                           Narrow          110 - 115       4.25” - 4.5”         B14/08              
      BB00  

              Wide           135 - 155          5.25” - 6”         B18/10               

           Standard        120 - 130         4.75 - 5”           B16/09            

CODE MODEL WIDTH INCHES THICKNESS

Our first choice for starting any young horse, it is easily 
accepted, it gives tongue relief, it’s light, non-metal and 
encourages salivation. If in doubt, go with the Bombers 
suggested thickness for your width.

OVERALL

BOMBER BLUE

SOLID 
MOUTHPIECE

The mouthpiece is fixed between cheek pieces, optionally offering tongue relief in the 
form of a port.  When used in conjunction with a fixed cheekpiece it should fit tightly to 
eliminate any sideward movement.  If used with a loose ring, a small allowance must be 
made, add 5mm to eliminate any chance of pinching.

The Bomber Blue is a unique bit which produces amazing results for the majority 
of horses. The mouthpiece is ported to give tongue relief. The nylon composite 
material is light in the mouth and encourages salivation. It is particularly well 
suited to horses that object to metal mouth pieces.

MATERIAL
CAN BE 
CHEWED

90
KG

SOLID

Available in 4 different port sizes.



Now Available 
in Titanium

Bomber developed this mouth piece in collaboration with 
Paul Fielder, renowned International Dressage Instructor 
and would recommend it for a horse with a narrow lower 
jaw and fleshy lips.

DRESSAGE PORT

HAPPY TONGUE

Variant HAPPY TONGUE STRAIGHT

           Pony               100 - 110             4 - 4.25”                 B12                                          

FP00              Narrow             115  - 130            4.5” - 5”                  B14                                                   

             Standard           135  - 160         5.25” -  6.25”             B16                                                    

CODE WIDTH (mm)MODEL INCHES THICKNESS

The Dressage Port allows for tongue relief and is angled slightly forward. 
This forward angle encourages the nose to extending slightly past the vertical.

OVERALL

SPECIALISATIONS BAR ADAPTATIONS

SOFTNERS

SWIVELPETROS CHERRY ROLLER

This is by far our most successful design  -  we recom-
mend for all young horses and those that show tongue 
sensitive signs. The narrower ports have been scaled 
according to each width. This ensures accurate fitting 
over the bars and eliminates the rocking movement which 
occurs when the port is too wide.

OVERALL

Available in 4 different port sizes, scaled according to width

 
                     Pony                90 - 105             3.5” - 4”               B12/07                                                      

                    Narrow            110 - 115           4.25” - 4.5”            B12/08               

                  Standard           120 - 130           4.75” - 5”              B14/09               

                     Wide              135 - 160          5.25” - 6.25”           B16/10           

CODE MODEL WIDTH (mm) INCHES THICKNESS

The Happy Tongue is a solid mouthpiece uniquely ported to give maximum tongue 
relief. The standard Happy Tongue is curved to be softer on the bars and slow in 
applying tongue pressure.

Now Available 
in Titanium

The Happy Tongue Straight is a solid mouth bit which is ported to relieve tongue 
pressure but is not curved. This makes it slightly stronger than the curved Happy 
Tongue.  The Happy Tongue Straight suits a horse with a short mouth / smile.

HT00

Available in a forward version

 CODE HS00



OVERALL

Bomber would prefer to offer an alternative where possible. 
However, we find that some horses respond well to this, 
particularly the older horse that accepts tongue pressure.

                  90 - 110           3.5” - 4.25”             B12                                                       

                 115 - 130            4.5” - 5”                B14                                                      

                 135 - 160         5.25” - 6.25”            B16                                                       

      MU00         

CODE WIDTH INCHES THICKNESS

MULLEN The Mullen is a strong bit which creates direct pressure on the tongue. Used to 
bring the head down..

Now Available 
in Titanium

Available with a horizontal, 45 degree and vertical curve.

SPECIALISATIONS BAR ADAPTATIONS SOFTNERS

SQUARE TWISTROUND TWISTCORKSCREWSWIVELCHERRY ROLLER

Variant 

Variant 

Variant 

Variant 

GAVIN PORT

LESLIE MULLEN

GAVIN CHAPLIN

HIGH PORT

The Gavin Chaplin has a port creating space for the tongue, relieving some pres-
sure. It is a strong bit which creates direct pressure on the bars. Visit GavSays.com 
to meet the man behind this particular design.

This straight bar with 3 rollers and rotating side pieces applies direct tongue and 
bar pressure, this is an ideal schooling bit as the rotating pieces prevent the horse 
from taking hold of the bit while keeping its attention on the bit. 

Generally Bomber would recommend tongue relief bits to overcome the problem 
of the horse putting its tongue over the bit, however this mouth piece offers a solu-
tion. The spinner sits on top of the horses tongue and prevents the horse putting 
its tongue over the bit. Visit GavSays.com to meet the man behind this particular 
design.

This is Bombers Western High Port mouth piece offering tongue relief.

 CODE GP00

 CODE LB00

 CODE GC00

 CODE HP00



TONGUE OVERALL

BARREL 30

PORTED BARREL

Available with a larger 30mm barrel

SPECIALISATIONS BAR ADAPTATIONS SOFTNERS

CORKSCREW

Bomber recommends this to eliminate the nutcracker action 
of a single joint if the horse pokes or flicks its nose in the 
air showing signs of objecting to the pinching of the tongue 
and bar. The independent action on each rein allows the 
rider to lift one shoulder.

BARREL

ELLIPTICAL LOCK UP

The Barrel joint limits the nut cracker action, which spreads the pressure over a 
larger area of the tongue and lessens the pressure on the bars.  
The Barrel allows for independent action on each rein.
Please note, this bit exerts sharper tongue pressure than the Elliptical due to the 
Barrel being smaller.

90
KG

90
KG

VARIANT

VARIANT

SEMI-BROKEN

SEMI-BROKEN
MOUTHPIECE

The centre joint is hindered from making its full movement, thereby limiting the bit’s 
action and lessening the pinch.

OVERALL

                   90 - 110           3.5” - 4.25”            B12                                                       

                  100 - 110           4” - 4.25”               B12                                                       

                 115 - 130             4.5” - 5”                B14               

                  115 - 130            4.5” - 5”                B14               

                 135 - 160          5.25” - 6.25”            B16               

                  135 - 160         5.25” - 6.25”           B16               

CODE

CODE

WIDTH (mm)

WIDTH (mm)

INCHES

INCHES

THICKNESS

THICKNESS

       BA20       

       BP00         

The wider barrel 30 concentrates pressure on the tongue and further limits the 
nutcracker action.  Bomber recommends the wider barrel to bring the head down 
without extending the nose.

Available in a straight version.

The port creates relief for the tongue while the barrel joint relieves pinch on the 
bars, while still allowing for individual lateral aids. 

The Elliptical Lock Up removes the nut cracker action or pinch of the conventional 
three piece, meaning less pressure on the bars. The Elliptical Lock Up is there-
fore a softer option, than a conventional Elliptical, although stronger than a control 
plate.

Recommended by Bomber for tongue sensitive horses. 
This would be recommended for horses lifting, poking or 
flicking their heads.

Bomber’s development which offers tongue relief, recom-
mended for those horses that do not settle with the Happy 
Tongue.

                  90 - 110           3.5” - 4.25”             B12                                                      

                 115 - 130            4.5” - 5”                B14                                                       

                 135 - 160         5.25” - 6.25”            B16                                                       

ELLU

CODE WIDTH (mm) INCHES THICKNESS

Now Available 
in Titanium

 CODE BA30

PINCH BARS PINCH OVERALL



OVERALL

OVERALL

 
The Ultra-Comfy shape is such that it follows the contour of the horse’s tongue.  
The centre elliptical joints have been double locked to ensure that the angle over 
the tongue remains correct, even when the reins are taken up, it retains the indi-
vidual lateral aids.

The Lock Up snaffle removes the nut cracker action or pinching of the conventional 
snaffle, meaning less pressure on the bars.

The Ultra-Comfy shape is such that it follows the contour of the horse’s tongue.  
The centre joint has been double locked to ensure that the angle over the tongue 
remains correct, even when the reins are taken up, it retains the individual lateral 
aids. 

                  90 - 110           3.5” - 4.25”            B12                                                       

                 115 - 130             4.5” - 5”               B14                                                      

                 135 - 160         5.25” - 6.25”            B16                                                       

      EULC         

CODE WIDTH INCHES THICKNESS

ELLIPTICAL ULTRA-COMFY LOCK UP

LOCK UP

SNAFFLE ULTRA-COMFY LOCK UP

SPECIALISATIONS BAR ADAPTATIONS SOFTNERS

COMFY

OVERALL

                   90 - 110            3.5” - 4.25”            B12                                                       

                   90 - 110            3.5” - 4.25”            B12                                                       

                 115- 130             4.5” - 5”                 B14               

                 115 - 130            4.5” - 5”                 B14               

                 135 - 160          5.25” - 6.25”            B16               

                 135 - 160          5.25” - 6.25”            B16               

CODE

CODE

WIDTH (mm)

WIDTH (mm)

INCHES

INCHES

THICKNESS

THICKNESS

       SNLU       

       SULC       

Recommended by Bomber for tongue sensitive horses. 
This would be recommended for horses lifting, poking or 
flicking their heads.

Now Available 
in Titanium

SPECIALISATIONS BAR ADAPTATIONS SOFTNERS

COMFY



TONGUE

   

               115 - 130             4.5” - 5”                B16                                                

               135 - 160          5.25” - 6.25”            B18                                                

       WC00  

                100 - 110            4” - 4.25”               B14                                                

CODE WIDTH (mm) INCHES THICKNESS

90
KG

MATERIAL
CAN BE 
CHEWED

CABLE

Removes the centre links, creating a smooth more comfortable mouthpiece with some rigidity 
which limits the nutcracker effect.  There is some spring back which offers quick 
release from pressure.  The cable allows for some lateral independence between each rein.

Bomber recommends this when the horse is operating well 
with a 3 piece bit as this option further reduces pressure 
points of the links and offers quick release due to the spring 
back action.

ELLIPTICAL CABLE

SNAFFLE CABLE

WATERFORD CABLE

CABLE
MOUTHPIECE

Bomber’s new Cable Elliptical applies pressure on the tongue to bring the head 
down. The Elliptical applies sharper pressure than the control plate, while the ca-
ble offers a “spring-back” action together with the elimination of the links joining 
the 3 pieces which further reduces pressure in all areas, making this softer than 
conventional Ellipticals.

90
KG

                   90 - 110           3.5” - 4.25”             B12                                                       

                 115 - 130             4.5” - 5”                B14               

                 135 - 160          5.25” - 6.25”            B16               

CODE WIDTH (mm) INCHES THICKNESS

       EC00       

WATERFORD CABLE BARRELVARIANT

 
Bomber would offer the Waterford cable barrel in preference to the bobble type 
as it has the added benefit of spreading the pressure over a greater surface area 
making it softer and more comfortable.  Especially recommended for the sensitive 
fussy mouth.  

Bomber’s new development of the Snaffle Cable reduces the nutcracker action 
while the added benefit of the “spring-back” action of the cable further reduces 
pressure in all areas and by eliminating the link joining the mouth pieces a further 
pressure point is removed, thus making this softer than conventional snaffles.

The new Waterford Cable has many smooth flexible components which spread the 
pressure making it a light mouthpiece. The spring-back action of the cable reduces 
pressure in all areas. The greater flexibility discourages a horse from leaning on it, 
it also promotes mouthing and salivation.
The Waterford is usually worn ¼” - ½” or 5mm - 10mm longer than your traditional 
mouthpiece in order to curve around the tongue and maximise the effect.

Bomber recommends this as a softer option if the horse 
accepts the single break mouth piece.

Bomber recommends this as a softer option to the tradi-
tional Waterford due to the spring back action.

OVERALL

OVERALL

2 BREAK

Double break bits have a middle component 
that sits on the tongue. Some extent of pinch 
will occur.

1 BREAK

When applied the single break snaffle pinches the bars and tongue 
raising the head.

OVERALLTONGUE

FLEXIBLE

Flexible mouthpieces wrap around the horse’s tongue and bars 
spreading the pressure.

               115 - 130             4.5” - 5”                B14                                                

    

       SC00  

                  90 - 110           3.5” - 4.25”             B12                                                

                135 - 160          5.25” - 6.25”            B16                                                

CODE WIDTH (mm) INCHES THICKNESS

90
KG

 CODE WCBA



FLEXIBLE

FLEXIBLE
MOUTHPIECE

Flexible mouthpieces wrap around the horse’s tongue and bars spreading the pressure.

SPECIALISATIONS BAR ADAPTATIONS SOFTNERS

SWIVEL

 
Bomber’s popular development made with a soft tube 
which curves around the tongue applying some tongue 
and bar pressure, softer than other flexible mouth pieces. 
Recommended for the sensitive fussy mouth.

 
Bomber recommends this for a limited number of horses 
with a sensitive fussy mouth.

Bomber recommends this for a limited number of horses as 
there are many alternatives offering softer options.

FLEXIBLE MULLEN

LEATHER MULLEN

REVERSIBLE LINK

An internal stainless steel cable covered with a bespoke non-toxic, UV resistant 
PVC tube offering an exceptionally soft and evenly distributed pressure over 
tongue and bars. Especially good for the horse that objects to metal.  As with all 
our steel components, the cable and cheek piece will be covered by our lifetime 
guarantee.

The leather mouthpiece is flexible making it softer than the conventional steel Mul-
len. The leather distributes the pressure evenly over the contour of the horse’s 
mouth. Leather is sometimes better accepted by the horse as it is a natural materi-
al.  Care needs to be taken to ensure the bit is correctly looked after and the leather 
does not dry out and become cracked. As with all our steel components, the cable 
and cheek piece will be covered by our lifetime guarantee.

The links allow the mouth piece to wrap over the tongue, the links are stronger than 
the Waterford due to the reduced surface area. This versatile bit can be flipped 
and used either way with the teeth edge providing a sharper mouth piece while the 
smoother curved edge creates a more forgiving and softer bit. 
Great bit for the experienced rider.

90
KG

90
KG

OVERALL

MATERIAL
CAN BE 
CHEWED

MATERIAL
CAN BE 
CHEWED

                100 - 130              4” - 5”                  B14                                                
       MUFL   
                 135 - 160          5.25” - 6.25”            B18               

CODE WIDTH (mm) INCHES THICKNESS

OVERALL

       MULT        100 - 160            4” - 6.25”               B18                                                

CODE WIDTH (mm) INCHES THICKNESS

OVERALL

UP SIDE

       RL00       120 - 160          4.75” - 6.25”             B14                                     

CODE WIDTH (mm) INCHES THICKNESS



WATERFORD

WATERFORD BARRELVARIANT

 
The Waterford Barrel has many smooth flexible barrels which spread the pressure 
slightly more than the bobble / ball version, making it a little lighter. 

The Waterford bit has many smooth flexible bobbles which spread the pressure 
making it a light mouthpiece. The mouthpiece curves around the tongue applying 
even tongue and less bar pressure. The greater flexibility discourages a horse from 
leaning on it, it also promotes mouthing and salivation. The Waterford is usually 
worn ¼” - ½” or 5mm - 10mm longer than your traditional mouthpiece in order to 
curl around the tongue and maximise the effect.

Bomber recommends this for horses with tongue sensi-
tive fussy mouths.

90
KG

OVERALL

                100 - 110            4” - 4.25”               B14                                              

                115 - 130            4.5” - 5”                 B16                                                       

                135 - 160          5.25” - 6.25”            B18                                                       

      WF00         

CODE WIDTH (mm) INCHES THICKNESS

 CODE WFBA



2 BREAK1 BREAK

Excessive bit causing severe pinching of the tongue 
and bars. Bomber would prefer to offer a softer alterna-
tive where possible; such as the Buster Roller, which is 
recommended for strong older horses or with a low head 
carriage.

BARRIE

BUSTER ROLLER

BROKEN
MOUTHPIECE

Broken bits are made of 2 or 3 components. Double break bits have a middle compo-
nent that sits on the tongue, while some extent of pinch will occur. Single break bits, 
when applied the snaffle pinches the bars and tongue raising the head. Both should be 
sized 10-15mm larger than a solid mouthpiece.

The Barrie is a severe bit due to the centre links of the two pieces being offset 
giving it a double nutcracker action, which creates more tongue and bar pressure.

Available in a ported version called the McHardy.

       BE00                    125 - 160             5” - 6.25”              B08                                                

CODE WIDTH (mm) INCHES THICKNESS

OVERALL

SPECIALISATIONS BAR ADAPTATIONS SOFTNERS

SQUARE TWISTROUND TWISTCORKSCREWPETROS

SPECIALISATIONS BAR ADAPTATIONS
SOFTNERS

SQUARE TWIST POLITO

POLITO

ROUND TWIST

REVERSIBLE BARRIE

The Barrie Reversible is a versatile bit that can be flipped and used either way. The 
Round Twist providing a harder bit and the Smooth creating a more forgiving and 
softer bit.  Great bit for the experienced rider and strong older horses.

VARIANT 

OVERALL

                   90 - 110            3.5” - 4.25”             B12                                                       

                 115 - 130             4.5” - 5”                 B14               

                 135 - 160          5.25” - 6.25”             B16               

CODE WIDTH (mm) INCHES THICKNESS

       BR00       

Bomber recommends this mouth piece as an alternative 
to the Barrie, it is kinder and achieves a similar result.  
Recommended for horses that are built downhill.

The Buster Roller link is shortened which increases bar and tongue pressure 
making this mouthpiece sharper than conventional link bits. The increased 
pressure on the bar will lift the head and the roller will increase pressure on the 
tongue bringing the chin in. Best suited for a horse with a low head carriage and 
which leans on the bit.

Now Available 
in Titanium

 CODE BERV



DRESSAGE CONTROL

Recommended schooling bit, the link is wider than the 
Buster Roller increasing tongue pressure and lessening 
bar pressure, but not to underestimate that this is a strong 
mouth piece.

COLIN MILES

CONTROL PLATE

ELLIPTICAL

VARIANT

 
Approved by the BD, EA, FEI, the Dressage Control is narrower than the conven-
tional Control Plate and applies sharper tongue pressure.

OVERALL

The Colin Miles is a great schooling bit with a wide centre piece creating greater 
tongue pressure and reducing bar pressure. The rings give the horse something 
to play with and help keep the horses attention on the bit.
This particular joint exerts more pressure than the Control Plate or Elliptical.

                 125 - 130              5” - 5”                  B14                                                     

                135 - 160          5.25” - 6.25”            B16              
      CM00       

CODE WIDTH (mm) INCHES THICKNESS

Now Available 
in Titanium

Now Available 
in Titanium

Now Available 
in Titanium

SPECIALISATIONS BAR ADAPTATIONS SOFTNERS

PETROS CHERRY ROLLER

                   90 - 110            3.5” - 4.25”            B12                                                       

                 115 - 130            4.5” - 5”                 B14               

                 135 - 160          5.25” - 6.25”            B16               

CODE WIDTH (mm) INCHES THICKNESS

       CP45       

OVERALL

Bomber’s popular mouthpiece recommended over the 
elliptical, appreciated by horses that accept tongue and 
some bar pressure.

The Bombers Control Plate is set at 45° to follow the contour of the horses tongue. 
The plate sits flat on the tongue offering a kind pressure which will bring the head 
in.

SPECIALISATIONS BAR ADAPTATIONS SOFTNERS

SQUARE TWISTROUND TWISTCORKSCREWPETROS CHERRY ROLLER

OVERALL

                   90 - 110           3.5” - 4.25”             B12                                                       

                 115 - 130             4.5” - 5”                B14               

                 135 - 160          5.25” - 6.25”            B16               

CODE WIDTH (mm) INCHES THICKNESS

       EL00       

Bomber recommends this  conventional mouth piece for 
both schooling and competition, it applies sharper pres-
sure than the plate to the tongue and similar pressure to 
the bar, bringing the head down.

The Elliptical is stronger than the Control Plate due to it concentrating pressure 
onto a smaller surface area. This bit will suit a horse that pushes the bit with its 
tongue. The horse will draw its head back and tuck its chin in, finding a better 
balance of control.

 CODE CD00



OVERALL

ELLIPTICAL DRESSAGE

SPECIALISATIONS BAR ADAPTATIONS SOFTNERS

COMFYPETROS

ELLIPTICAL B

ELLIPTICAL ROLLER

ELLIPTICAL ULTRA-COMFY

ELLIPTICAL DRESSAGE CONTROL

VARIANT 

VARIANT 

VARIANT 

VARIANT 

                 120 - 130            4.75” - 5”               B14                                                       

                 135 - 160          5.25” - 6.25”            B16               

CODE WIDTH (mm) INCHES THICKNESS

EFCM

Bomber recommends this for schooling and competition 
work, this offers more relief from bar pressure and will 
lower the head.

The Elliptical Dressage is shorter, increasing tongue and bar pressure. The mouth 
pieces are curved Comfy to soften the bar pressure. The mouth pieces and loz-
enge are ground flat to distribute the pressure evenly over tongue and bars, which 
together with the offset links further reduce pressure points. Allowing for a more 
accepted contact, relaxing and extending the nose slightly. 

–  Head in, nose extended, contact accepted

The Elliptical “B” is a shorter lozenge, which gives a similar action as the Buster 
Roller. It encourages the horse to lift its head by applying bar pressure, but it is 
slightly softer than the Buster roller due to the bigger surface area on the tongue. 
The lozenge on the tongue will keep the horse’s attention on the bit and will in-
crease pressure bringing the chin in.

The Elliptical Roller is stronger than the Control Plate due to it concentrating pres-
sure onto a smaller surface area. This bit will suit a horse that pushes the bit with 
its tongue. The horse will draw its head back and tuck its chin in, finding a better 
balance of control. The roller keeps the horse’s attention on the bit.

The mouthpiece has been ergonomically shaped, offering a generous curve, to 
follow the shape of the horse’s mouth.

The Elliptical Dressage spreads pressure over the tongue. The mouth pieces 
are curved Comfy to soften the bar pressure. The mouth pieces and lozenge are 
ground flat to distribute the pressure evenly over tongue and bars, which together 
with the offset links further reduce pressure points. Allowing for a more accepted 
and relaxed contact, the horse will draw its head back and tuck its chin in, finding 
a better balance of control.

– Head in, contact accepted

OVERALL                 120 - 130            4.75” - 5”               B14                                                       

                 135 - 160          5.25” - 6.25”            B16               

CODE WIDTH (mm) INCHES THICKNESS

       EDCM       

 CODE EB00

 CODE ER00

 CODE EUCM



BARS PINCH TONGUE OVERALL

BARS PINCH TONGUE OVERALL

McHARDY

SARA GRILLS

PORTED SARA GRILLSVARIANT

 
The ported Sara Grills was created for horses with a sensitive tongue. Similar to 
the McHardy but has a narrower port. The small centre link increases bar pressure 
and as a result extends the head and brings the nose in giving more control.

A horse shaking its head when bit pressure is applied or its tongue trying to escape 
the bit are classic signs the horse has a sensitive tongue. With this in mind the 
McHardy was created, it has a medium port creating space for the tongue relieving 
pressure. The Buster Roller in the middle increases bar pressure and as a result 
lifts the horse’s head and gives more control.

                   90 - 110            3.5” - 4.25”            B12                                                       

                 115 - 130             4.5” - 5”                B14               

                 135 - 160          5.25” - 6.25”            B16               

CODE WIDTH (mm) INCHES THICKNESS

       SG00       

Bomber recommends this for a horse that bears down or has a low head car-
riage, this will lift the head and lighten the contact.

The stainless steel link joins the sweet iron mouth pieces.  The link applies sharp 
tongue pressure and there will be some bar pressure and pinch.

SPECIALISATIONS BAR ADAPTATIONS
SOFTNERS

SQUARE TWISTROUND TWISTCORKSCREW

OVERALL

  
                      110                    4.25”                  B12                                                       

                 115 - 130             4.5” - 5”                B14               

                 135 - 160          5.25” - 6.25”            B16               

CODE WIDTH (mm) INCHES THICKNESS

SGPT

Suitable for the horse with a smaller mouth size of 100 - 
120 where the McHardy port is too wide.

 
                125 - 130               5” - 5”                 B14                                                     

               135 - 160          5.25” - 6.25”            B16              

CODE WIDTH (mm) INCHES THICKNESS

MH00

The Segundo alleviates tongue pressure while keeping an even pressure on the 
bars, encouraging the horse to stay light to the contact. Horses find it difficult to 
lean on this mouthpiece or put their tongue over the bit.

SEGUNDO

OVERALL

                   90 - 110            3.5” - 4.25”            B12                                                       

                 115 - 130             4.5” - 5”                B14               

                 135 - 160          5.25” - 6.25”            B16               

CODE WIDTH (mm) INCHES THICKNESS

SE00



SPINNER

BARS PINCH TONGUE OVERALL

Our Snaffle is a popular bit due to the curved mouthpiece which distributes pres-
sure more evenly over tongue and bars and reduces the nutcracker action. The 
offset centre link avoids the usual pressure point on the tongue.
 
The nutcracker action results in the horse lifting its head, therefore offers a solution 
for the horse that runs with its head down.

The Spinner sits on top of the horses tongue and prevents the horse putting its 
tongue over the bit.

SNAFFLE

                   90 - 110            3.5” - 4.25”            B12                                                       

                 115 - 130            4.5” - 5”                 B14               

                 135 - 160          5.25” - 6.25”            B16               

CODE WIDTH (mm) INCHES THICKNESS

      SN00

Bombers subtle innovations make this bit far more accept-
able than the traditional counterparts.

Now Available 
in Titanium

Available in a comfy version.

Available in a Lock-Up version.

SPECIALISATIONS BAR ADAPTATIONS SOFTNERS

COMFYSQUARE TWIST SQUARE BAR POLITOROUND TWISTCORKSCREWPETROS CHERRY ROLLER

SPECIALISATIONS BAR ADAPTATIONS SOFTNERS

PETROS CHERRY ROLLER

PINCH

                 125 - 130               5” - 5”                 B14                                                     

                135 - 160          5.25” - 6.25”            B16              
       SP00         

CODE WIDTH (mm) INCHES THICKNESS

SNAFFLE ULTRA-COMFYVARIANT

 
The nutcracker action, pinches the bars and tongue, lifting its head. The offset 
centre link avoids a pressure point on the tongue. The ergonomic shape offers a 
generous curve following the shape of the horse’s mouth.

 CODE SUCM



THE NATURE OF TITANIUM BRINGS A NUMBER OF POSITIVES TO THE PROVEN BOMBERS 
BITTING PHILOSOPHY, SPECIFICALLY, FOR THE HORSES WHO NEED AN ALTERNATIVE MATERIAL.

INITIALLY AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING MOUTHPIECES, IN COMBINATION 
WITH MOST OF OUR CHEEK PIECES.

Available in widths from 90 - 160 and thickness B10, B13, B16. 
The Happy Tongue is available in B13/08 & B16/10.

EXCITED TO INTRODUCE OUR NEW RANGE

•	Antibacterial	&	biocompatible

•	Superior	strength	and	extremely	lightweight	in	the	mouth.

•	Increases	saliva,	warm	to	the	touch	and	encourages	acceptance

•	Non-toxic	and	hypoallergenic

•	Low	maintenance,	easy	to	clean

BUSTER ROLLER

CONTROL PLATE

ELLIPTICAL

SNAFFLE

HAPPY TONGUE

COLIN MILES

DRESSAGE CONTROL PLATE

ELLIPTICAL LOCK UP

SNAFFLE LOCK UP

HAPPY TONGUE STRAIGHT
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MOUTHPIECECHEEKPIECE MEASUREMENT
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x + 15

LOOSE

FIXED

FIXED & LOOSE

xSOLID

x + 5
SOLID

SEMI-BROKEN

FLEXIBLE2 BREAK1 BREAK

FLEXIBLE2 BREAK1 BREAK

BOMBERS 90 95 100 110 115 120 125 135 140 145 150 160

INCH 3.5” 3.75” 4” 4.25” 4.5” 4.75” 5” 5.25” 5.5” 5.75” 6” 6.25”

SIZE CONVERSION TABLE



Bombers Equestrian Equipment

Manufacturer

340 Victoria Road, Pietermaritzburg, 
KwaZulu Natal, South Africa

help@bombers.co.za

Tel  +27 33 345 4669
Fax  +27 86 225 3877
Mobile  +27 83 234 1960

www.bombers.co.za


